Krash: Co-Living for Innovators

Krash is a network of shared living spaces called Krashpads, where residents immerse themselves in the culture of innovation by co-living with like-minded people for connections, mentorship, and fun.

Why Krash?

Krash brings together high-potential, ambitious individuals in a comfortable, intellectually stimulating, and energetic living environment. We encourage innovation and drive the achievement of our members by plugging them into the surroundings, resources, and networks they need to fulfill their potential and become successful.

Krash helps programmers, designers, technologists, and enterprising people poised for greatness gain the connections they need to succeed and make a splash in the vibrant Los Angeles technology ecosystem.
The Krash Living Experience

Krashpads are hotbeds of innovation activity, spawning careers and collaboration on startups and passion projects. Accommodating 12-25 people, they feature multiple bedrooms and open common areas designed to stimulate interaction and socializing.

Mentors, investors, and supporters drop by regularly for networking events and impromptu happy hours. Plus, we host weekly family-style dinners, Sunday morning breakfasts, and more!

**Amenities:** Krash provides twice-weekly cleaning service, linen service, high-speed internet, projector, sound system, gourmet kitchens stocked with staples, utilities, household necessities and a lot more.

**Locations:** Our LA Krashpad is a very short distance from downtown LA, near the USC campus, within walking distance of multiple bus/Metro lines.

Other Krashpads include Boston (Central Square, Porter Square, Sullivan Square) and New York (Murray Hill). Krash is opening in cities across the US in 2014.

Want to **Krash** with us?

To apply, visit [http://krash.io](http://krash.io)